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This past year, we, launched a new pilot programme. None of our supporters knew about anything more than our core life-skills education. In 2012, we started Project KHEL as a 21st-century life skills education programme that takes our unique approach into schools. That's another way we try to impart 21st-century life skills to children.

In 2012, we started Project KHEL as a curriculum intense programme, Made in Maidaan being a 40000 50000 0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000 40000 of 21 admissions in light of all the other work we interesting.... we need to look at this small success recently.
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SOURCES OF DONATIONS AND RECEIPTS AMOUNT

FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES
PROGRAMME EXPENDITURE

- Ab Bas Project (12.07%)
- Just Khelo Project (5.28%)
- Khel Shala Project (5.06%)
- Made In Maidaan Project (53.34%)
- Red Spot Project (13.49%)
- Teen Talks Project (10.76%)

Expenditure:
- 2,44,829
- 2,18,406
- 2,73,765
- 1,07,150
- 1,02,575
- 10,82,266
AWARDS and RECOGNITIONS

Advanced level Guidestar accreditation

KD Singh Babu Award for Excellence in Sports Education

Founder awarded for innovation in Education, at the India Education Awards

Founder awarded the iCongo’s Karmaveer Puraskar

Founder spoke at TEDx Dharavi on Reimagining Rethinking Education

Core team member felicitated with Women Achiever Award

Core team member selected for Anubhav Series

Young Achievers Award for Education
HIGHLIGHTS

Children participated in Ashka Ultimate Open 2016

Organized the 5th chapter of Lucknow’s Global Peace Games 2016

Programmatic Partnerships with Gaon Connection, Milaan Be the Change, Aman Ki Asha and Vatsalya

Mentored IMT Ghaziabad students for their SSR course

Workshop on Gender Sensitization with NSS programme officers, supported by UNICEF

Hosted Bridging the Gap Youth Camps 2016

Organized street games for Menstrual Hygiene day in collaboration with UNICEF

Interaction with UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador Ms. Kareena Kapoor
Other Partners

- Acharya Narendra Dev Academy
- BharatiyaBalika Vidyalaya
- Deepshikha
- Gharonda (Ehsas- friends of streetchildren)
- Immaculate Conception School
- Justice Triveni Sahai Shiksha Niketan
- Khidmat Foundation
- Lucknow Children’s Home
- Mamta School
- NavSrijan
- Pramodini Junior High School
- Prayaas
- Rajakiya Baal Griha (Balak) Mohaan Road
- Rajakiya Baal Griha (Balika) Motinagar
- The Study Hall Foundation
- Bridging the Gap- Ultimate Frisbee Youth Camp
- Gandhi Corner (social service wing of La Martiniere Girls)
- La Martiniere College
- La Martiniere Girls College
- The Mango Foundation
- Yogita Montessori School